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The Impact of Coherent Light Sources On Luminance
Measurement
Gon Kim, Hong Soo Lim, and Jeong Tai Kim
are focusing on studying the appropriateness and accuracy of
the already existing techniques used to measure different
quantities of light such as luminance and illuminance.
Therefore, this study examines luminance changes according
to the alteration of distance and the relation between the
measured light source and its surroundings.

Abstract—The algorithms and devices used in measuring
luminance have a significant effect on the results to be obtained.
The two available methods of measuring luminance have shown
that luminance of two identical lighting sources can be totally
different owing to certain other factors. Consequently, the
current paper examined the effect that distance and a coherent
light source may have on a target light source in regards to
measured luminance. The results indicate that when the
distance from the light source is increased on the outdoor, there
is a decrease in measured luminance. For the second objective,
the results showed that measured luminance increases by about
3% and 2% when the coherent light source is on and oriented
towards the point of measurement at 15˚ and 30˚ respectively.

II. LUMINANCE MEASUREMENT THEORIES
A. Algorithm of Luminance
Luminance can be defined as the intensity of light
perceived by a human eye. In display and entertainment
industries, luminance refers to the intensity of light at which
images are displayed.
In buildings, luminance can be definedas the brightness of
light radiated from light fixtures or reflected from building
surfaces or objects within the building that reaches the human
eye. Severe luminance difference by indoor building surfaces
are likely to cause imbalance in brightness within a particular
area. In addition, diverse building surfaces and objects
possessing very high differences in their respective
luminance levels lead to visual discomforts or in few cases
visual impairment. In order to reduce issues related to
visibility therefore, designers try to minimize luminance
differences caused by different finishing materials, artificial
lighting fixtures, daylighting, irregular space designs and so
forth. The CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage)
gives the formula below to be used generally for luminance
estimations.

Index Terms—Luminance, HDR image processing, coherent
light source.

I. INTRODUCTION
Luminance measurements can be obtained through surface
luminance measurement using HDR (High Dynamic Range)
image processing and point luminance measurement using
CS-100 luminance meter devices. The quantity of light
received at the device is converted into luminance. Normally,
Luminance can be classified into luminance that is directly
from the light source and luminance that is reflected from
object or surfaces such as walls, floors, ceilings and the sorts
[1]. Thus, the measured luminance values differ according to
the distance from a light source and light source’s orientation,
and such should be considered before proposing the criteria
forassessing light pollution. Furthermore, when measuring an
outdoor light source, according to the luminance
measurement method, any light source in the surrounding
area may have an influence on the luminance of the targeted
light source.
Recently, the Korean government shifted their attention on
the effect that light pollution has on visual environment, high
energy consumption, view of the night time sky as well as its
adverse effects on well-being of plants and
animals.Consequently, Korean standards for the purposes of
reducing and preventing were put in place. These are to be
followed when installingroad lights, lights for residential
buildings, commercial advertisements, sports facilities, parks
and so forth.
There are several research projects aimed at developing
methods to be used in evaluating luminance and illuminance
displayed by existing light sources. Also, many researchers

Ф
Ω

is the luminance (cd/m2)
Ф is the luminous flux or luminous power (lm),
is the angle between the surface normal and the specified
direction,
is the area of the surface (m2), and
Ω is the solid angle (sr).
The equation shown above gives the value of luminance (L)
that is being radiated directly from the light source. However,
when dealing with buildings and other enclosed spaces, the
luminance reaching an eye after the light has been reflected
several times on surfaces and objects should be considered as
it also plays a significant role in regards to visibility.
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Ф is the 'visuual' luminous flux
f
or luminoous power (lm
m),
Θ is the anggle between the
t normal of
o surface andd the
sppecified directtion,
is the area of
o the surface (m2), and
Ω is the solid angle (sr).

conv
ventional phottography. Thee main reason
n for this is thhat
HDR
RI centers on the relationshhip between piixels rather thhan
theirr individual values
v
to conttrol image app
pearance [5]. A
singlle image shot using
u
a digitall camera can have
h
a maximuum
lumiinance contrasst of 1: 100000, such lumin
nance conditioons
cann
not be detectedd by a human eeye. Thereforee High Dynam
mic
range (HDR) technology is uused to mergee so many loow
contrrast images annd thus increaasing their lum
minance contrast
to ab
bout 1: 1000000 which can then be deteccted by a hum
man
eye. Fig. 1 showss the relation between expo
osure value and
a
meassured luminannce [6].
HD
DR image processing
p
cann also be ussed to measuure
lumiinance values of unevenn surfaces, however color
temp
perature, size of the light ssource and thee distribution of
the light
l
may givee rise to variaations in meassured luminannce
[3]. Such factors should be considered wheen implementiing
“the act on prevenntion of light pollution cau
used by artificcial
lightting”

Unlike formu
mula (1), formuula (2), consiiders the estim
mated
luuminance from
m a human eye perspecctive. Whilstt, the
obbtained luminaance is deriveed from the sam
me quantity as
a that
off formula (1), visibility andd luminance are
a both mergged in
thhe final estimaate. The same formula can be
b utilized forr both
pooint and surfacce luminance measurementt techniques. These
T
tw
wo techniquees are not based
b
on esstimating abssolute
luuminance vallues of illum
minating surffaces but innstead
coonsider that luminance leevels are subbjected to chhange
deepending on thhe velocity off the light [2].
B. Measurinng Devices of Luminance
B
L
There are tw
wo methods addopted for meeasuring luminnance
naamely point luuminance meaasured by usinng either CS or
o LS
eqquipment and surface lumiinance measurred by using HDR
im
mage processiing techniquees. CS and LS equipment have
beeen noted for their inaccurracy when meeasuring luminnance
onn light source surfaces. For example, wheen using LS 1000 for
m
measurements
a the measuuring angle exceeds 1˚, the errors
and
e
inn the measureed luminance can be greaatly reduced if
i the
diiameter of the surface whosee luminance iss being measuured is
seet to at least 14.4mm
1
and the
t minimum
m distance from
m the
suurface to the measuring
m
poiint set at a minimum distannce 0f
10014mm (40 inches) [3]. This indicattes that measured
luuminanceis greeatly affectedd by the diam
meter of the suurface
w
whose
luminannce is being measured
m
as well
w as the disstance
beetween the pooint of measuurement and the surface being
b
m
measured.
Fig. 1 shows the CS-100
C
luminnance meter device
d
uttilized for meaasuring point luminance.
l

Fig. 2. HDR Image for surfacce luminance meaasurement.

Fiig. 2 shows a sky simulator located in Kyung Hee
H
Univ
versity, Southh Korea, wheere luminancee measuremennts
using
g HDRImaginngwas perforrmed. A sky simulator is an
equip
pment whose main purposee is to emulatee the appearannce
of an
n ordinary skyy.The circle nuumbered 1 in th
he picture aboove
show
ws the range of
o luminance estimation. Also,
A
the colorful
regio
ons shown in the picture inndicate the disstribution of the
t
evalu
uated luminannce.
C. Methodology
gy: Luminancee Interference Caused by a
Neighboring
N
L
Light
Source
Th
he present papper discusses the effect of a coherent ligght
sourcce on the lum
minance displaayed by a target source. Past
theorretical studiess considered lluminance chaanges in regarrds
to diiffraction, chroomatic and sppherical aberraations of the eye
e
[7], [8] but very few studies hhave dealt witth the impact of
lightting physical characteristics such as disttance from ligght
sourcce, reflectancee and angle onn the perceived brightness [9].
Also
o, research stuudies have uused HDR ph
hotography ass a
visuaal assessmentt tool as well as to collectt luminance and
a
lumiinance contrasst data to be ussed in the anallysis of humann’s
visuaal field [10]. In the curreent study therrefore, we ussed
CS-1
100 to measure the luminancce displayed by
b the target arrea
when
n the coherennt light sourcee is illuminating and pointted
towaards the CS-1000 device at diifferent angless. One extra ligght
sourcce was installed in the ssky simulatorr to serve ass a
neigh
hboring light source (Fig. 33)

Fig. 1. Correlation of exposure
e
value annd luminance.

In the case of CS-100 annd LS-100 opptical instrum
ments,
SL
LR (Single-L
Lens-Reflex) optical meeter is usedd for
m
measurements.
This generatees a sufficientt level of accuuracy
att the same tim
me high-brigghtness to be also measurem
ment.
H
However,
in caase of HDR, itt uses the imaage sensor of CCD,
C
noot the photoelectric elem
ment measuredd using a digital
d
caamera, in ordder to obtain luminance information
i
a the
as
coollection of RGB
R
digital innformation peer pixel [4]. HDR
im
maging techniiques range back to a few decades ago.. It is
beeing applied inn camera desiigns, softwaree image processsing,
m
movie
productiions and so foorth. HDRI iss quickly replacing
340
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The distance from the target surface to the point of
measurement is 3 meters, and the angles of coherent light
source were changed from 0 degree to 30 degrees. In order to
minimize errors in the experiment, CS-100 luminance meter
only was used to measure the luminaire influence. The target
light source and coherent light source are of a similar nature.
In addition, each surface was measured 3 times during the
experiment, and the average of the results presented.

luminance values produced by HDRI processing was higher
than those produced by CS-100 by about 1.5 times regardless
of the distance. Also, the longer the measuring distance was,
the smaller the luminance became. Thus, different algorithms
are able to affect the luminance depending on the measuring
distance.

Device
Distance
4m

HDRI
42,000cd/m²

CS-100
26,800cd/m²

10m
32,000cd/m²
21,800cd/m²
Fig. 5. Comparisonof HDRI with CS-100 for surface luminance.

B. Luminance Interference by a Neighboring Light Source
Since there may be great differences upon a direct
measurement of the light source, the experiment was
conducted at the measurement target surface, which is the
same as the one used for other experiments. As explained in
previous sections of this paper, this experiment was
conducted inside a sky simulator in which two light sources
were installed. One light source was considered as our target
light source and the other one as the neighboring light source.
During this study, we measured the luminance on the target
area when the neighboring light source was switched off,
switched and tilted to a 15 degree angle, and switched on and
tilted at a 30 degree angle facing the luminance meter. The
equipment used here was a CS-100 luminance meter
positioned facing the front. Fig 6 shows the graph comparing
the luminance values when the coherent light source is
switched off, switched on and tilted to a 15 degree angle, and
switched on and tilted to a 30 degree respectively from left to
right.

Fig. 3. Evaluation of coherent luminaire influence on luminance.

Fig. 4. Experiment using CS-100 in a sky simulator.

Fig. 4 shows the process of performing the experiment in
the sky simulator. The matt material was attached on the
target surface to reduce the effect of unintended reflection
caused by room surfaces, which in turn could have a
significant effect on the amount of the luminance measured.
Also, in order to reduce the possibility of errors, the CS-100
luminance meter device was firmlyanchored on a tripod to
limit movements or shaking
III. RESULTS
A. Luminance Measurement in an Outdoor Environment
Depending on the Distance
This study focused on the difference displayed by
measured luminance obtained through two different methods.
The first measurements were obtained through the use of
point luminance meter and the second measurements were
obtained through the application of HDRI processing
technique. Fig 5 shows the results obtained from outdoor
lighting sources that were placed 4 meters away to 10 meters
away in an identical measuring condition at night. The

Fig. 6. Luminance with coherent lighting source.

IV. CONCLUSION
This study intended to examine the changes in luminance
caused by alterations in the distance between the point being
341
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taargeted and thee point at whicch measuremeents are carriedd out,
m
measurement
algorithms as well
w as to investigate the im
mpact
inn terms of meaasured luminannce that a neigghboring sourcce has
onn the target ligght source.
As the resultts show, the luuminance channged dependinng on
w
which
measurement device was
w being useed and the disstance
from which thhe target lighht source waas away from
m the
m
measuring
poinnt.The results also showed that the difference
inn luminance vaalues under thee same conditiions was arounnd 50%
w
when
the point and surface luuminance meteers were used. And
thhat the distancce away from the target lighht source, at which
w
thhe measurements are taken has a significcant effect on
o the
m
measured
luminnance displayeed by the targget light sourcee.
According too the experim
ment, on the impact
i
of cohherent
ligght sources onn measured luuminance valuues, the luminnance
vaalue was show
wn to be arounnd 3% higher when the cohherent
ligght source waas switched on
o and orientted at a 15 degree
d
anngle from the front view and around 2% higher
h
when it
i was
sw
witched on and oriented at a 30 degree anngle from the front
viiew.
The results obtained
o
from this study im
mply that luminnance
vaalues vary acccording to disstance and thaat when a cohherent
ligght source exiists near the measurement
m
p
point,
it can have
h
a
significant effect on the lumiinance values obtained wheen the
taarget point is measured.
m
Thuus, the conceppts provided byy this
stuudy should be
b given a reasonable
r
coonsideration when
deealing with luuminance measurements forr the assessmeent of
ligght pollution caused by diverse
d
light sources and light
fixxtures or for the preparatioon of the “Acct on Prevention of
Liight Pollutionn caused by Arrtificial Lightiing”.
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